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Introduction.    A familiar sort of lemma in the study of F3 is the following:

Lemma. Let D and F be two disks in E3 with dD n F= D n dF= 0, and let U

be a neighborhood of F° in E3. Then there is a disk D' in E3 such that dD' = dD,

D'^D U U, and 0(D', F)<= U where 0(D', F) is D'\F minus the component con-

taining dD. (D'\F means D'\D' n F.)

Theorem 4 generalizes this lemma, allowing £ to be a singular disk with its

"interior" disjoint from its "boundary". It is necessary to redefine 0(D',E),

and this is done in §2; the new definition is motivated by Lemma 5A.

Applications of Theorem 4 to the study of 2-spheres in F3 are given in §6.

Burgess has shown (Theorem 7 in [6]) that a 2-sphere S in F3 is tame from the

interior (i.e., S u int Sis a 3-cell) if it is "locally spanned" by disks in the interior;

Theorem 6 partially extends this result, letting the spanning disks be singular but

imposing a condition on their boundaries. Corollary 6A notes that 5 is then tame

from the interior if "small loops in S can be shrunk to points in small subsets of

the interior." Corollary 6B answers a question raised by Bing [5, §5].

1. Notation and terminology. We use the letter ¿ to denote the Euclidean metric

for Euclidean 3-space F3, and let p(f, g) = s\i\oxeA d(f(x), g(x)) for any two maps

/and g of a space A into F3. A map/of a subspace of F3 into F3 is a 8-map if

p(f, I) < 8, where I is the identity map.

An n-manifold A is a separable metric space such that each point p e N has an

«-cell neighborhood in A. N° = {p e N : p has a neighborhood in A homeomorphic

to En}, and dN=N\N°. N is an n-manifold-with-boundary if dN=£ 0. A Euclidean

neighborhood of a point p e N is an «-cell neighborhood U together with a linear

structure on U. If S is a connected («- l)-manifold in A which separates A, and

F is a component of N\S, then S is tame from V if S u V is an «-manifold. All

2-manifolds and 3-manifolds are assumed to be triangulated [2, Theorem 6], and

we use the same symbol for both the manifold and its triangulation.
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Two subsets X and Y of an n-manifold A are in relative general position if,

for each point/? e A, there is a Euclidean neighborhood U ofp and triangulations

Tx and TY of X n U and F n ¡7 such that

(i) each simplex of Tx and TY is a simplex in Í/,

(ii) dimension (\TX\ n |F^|)^i'+7'-n.

A map f: X ^- N is in general position if, for each point p e N, there is a

Euclidean neighborhood U of p and a triangulation T off~\U) such that

(i) for each simplex a eT, f(o) is a simplex in U,

(ii) for any two distinct simplices ax e T* and a2 e T'\

dimension (f(a°x) n/(<r2)) ^ i+j—n.

If Xand Fare two triangulated spaces, then X® F denotes the disjoint union

of both the spaces X and Fand their triangulations.

A Dehn disk D in E3 is the image of a real disk A under a map/: A -> E3 such

that, for some subdisk A1<=A°,f(A1) n f(A\Ax)= 0 and/|A\Al is piecewise linear

and 1 -1. The singularities off are the points of A in the closure of {x e A : /" *f(x)

#x}, and the singular points of D are the images under/ of these singularities.

8D=f(8A).
If S is a 2-sphere in E3, then int S and ext S are, respectively, the bounded and

unbounded components of E3\S. Sierpinski curve and inaccessible point are as

defined in [5].

2. Algebraic separation. Let A be a simply-connected n-manifold, ná3. An

(n— l)-polyhedron K is an algebraic separator of A if K n A° can be given a

triangulation in which each (n-2)-simplex is the face of an even number of

(n— l)-simplices.

Suppose that K is an algebraic separator of A. Any arc /4<= A in general position

relative to K hits K at a finite number }A n A"|| of points, and standard counting

arguments show that:

Proposition 2A. If A<=-N and B^N are polygonal arcs in general position

relative to K, and A, B have the same endpoints, then \\A n K\\ = \\B r> K¡(mod 2).

In particular, if\\AnK\\ is odd then the endpoints of A are separated in A by K.

Suppose that D is a disk and Zv<= D° is an algebraic separator of D. It follows

from Proposition 2A that we can define a map <j>D\K on D\K by setting <f>D\K(x)

= \\A n ZC|| (mod 2), where A is any arc from 8D to x in general position relative

to K. We let 0(D, K) = {xe D\K : <f>D\K(x)=l}.

Now suppose that A is a disk, M a 3-manifold, and/: A^-Ma map such that

/|Ao is locally piecewise linear and in general position. Let D^M be a polyhedral

disk in general position relative to/(A°), such that 8D nf(A) = D nf(8A)=0.

Proposition 2B. f~1(D)=J1 u- • u/s, where the Jt are disjoint simple closed

curves. f(J¡) andf({J Jt) = D n /(A) are algebraic separators of D, and 0(D,f(\J J¡))

cUO(A/«)).
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Proof. To check that 0(D,f({JJt))<=\J 0(D,f(Jt)), just note that, for any

polygonal arc A in general position relative to/(U /), \\A n/((J J¡)\\ = \\A C\f(Ji)\\

+ • • • + ||/1 n/(ys)|. The other statements follow from the general position of

/|Ao, and of D relative to /(A0).

3. Induction lemma.

Lemma 3. Let M be a 3-manifold-with-boundary, D and A disks. Let f: A -> M

be a simplicial map in general position, U an open neighborhood off(A) in M.

Suppose i: D —> M is a simplicial embedding such that i(D) is in general position

relative tof(A), i(D) n dM = i(cD), and i(dD) n U=i(D) nf(8A)=0.

If 0(i(D),f(J))<tU for some simple closed curve J<^f~1i(D), then there is a

polyhedral disk D' in M such that:

(3.1) dD' = i(dD),

(3.2) D'<=i(D)\J U,

(3.3) (i(D)\U)\(D'\U)¿0.

Proof. Our proof will be analogous to those of Papakyriakopoulos [10] and

Stallings [11], but where they dealt with maps of disks, we will be working with

the map /'©/: D® A^M defined by i®f\D = i, í'©/|a=/ To measure the

singularity of this map we use the complex S(i@f) defined by Stallings in his

proof of [11, Lemma 3]; for completeness, we reproduce the definition here.

For any simplicial map y of a complex X into a complex F, a simplicial map

y xy. Xx X^ Yx Yean he constructed, where Xx Xand Yx Yare the cartesian

products of complexes as defined in [7, p. 67]. We define S(y) to be the inverse

image under y x y of the diagonal of Yx F; since this diagonal is a subcomplex of

Yx Y, it follows that S(y) is a subcomplex of Xx X. The useful property of S(y)

is that, if II: Y—>Z is a simplicial map into some complex Z, then S(y)<=-S(l~ly),

and S(y) = S(Yly) if and only if II is 1-1.

We will induct on the number ^(i,f) of simplices in S(i@f); assume that

0(i(D),f(J))$. U for some simple closed curve ./<=/-1/(£>).

To simplify notation, we will identify D with i(D) from this point on in the

proof of Lemma 3.

Through standard combinatorial techniques and the ideas Stallings uses in

proving Lemma 3 of [11], one can show:

Proposition 3A. There is a regular neighborhood N of D n/(A) in M, a closed

neighborhood V of D n/(A) in D, and a piecewise linear embedding h: flx[-l, 1]

-> A such that

(i) h(x xO) = x and h(x x±\)e dN for all x e D\ V,

(ii) A<=£/u«((£>\K)x[-l, l])a«¿/(A)n«((D\F)x[-l,l])=0,

(iii) the maps i: D -> N andf: A -> A are simplicial.

The proof of the lemma splits into two parts, depending on whether or not A is

simply connected.
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Case I. A simply connected :

Proposition 3B. The components Sx,..., Sr of 8N are spheres.

Proof. See 7.2 in [10].

Proposition 3C. If p is a point of 0(D,f(J))\U, then h(p x

in different spheres S¡.

1) and h(px 1) lie

Proof. If Fis the disk in A bounded by J, then it follows from the general position

of/ and of D relative to/(A), that 0(D,f(J)) uf(E) = K is an algebraic separator

of A. h(p x [ — 1, 1 ]) is a polyhedral arc in general position relative to K which hits

K once; by Proposition 2A, h(p x — 1) and h(p x 1) are separated in A by K<^N°,

and must therefore lie in different components of 8N.

Proposition 3D. If p is a point of 0(D,f(J))\U, then 8D bounds a polyhedral

disk D' in (D\p) u U. (£>' satisfies (3.1)-(3.3)).

Proof. Suppose 8D lies in Sx. By Proposition 3C, Sx does not contain both

h(px —1) and h(pxl). 8D misses h(px ±1), so 8D bounds a disk Dx in Sx

missing h(p x ± 1). For any x e D\V, Dx contains at most one of the two points

h(xx — 1) and h(xx 1), since D is an algebraic separator of A separating them.

Using the embedding of Dx [— 1, 1] in A given by Proposition 3A, we can therefore

draw Dx homeomorphically into (D\p) u U.

Case II. A not simply connected :

Let (Nx,p) be the universal (simply connected) covering space for A. Nx is a

3-manifold-with-boundary, and we triangulate Nx so that/?: Nx -> A is simplicial.

Let Ux=p~\U n A).

Let/ : A -*■ Nx be a lifting of/ and let ix, i2,..., ik,... : D -> Nx be the distinct

liftings of i.

It is easy to check that

Proposition 3E. The hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied by the substitution:

for       substitute for        substitute

Nx U UxM

A

f
A

A

u
D

i

D

any ik
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Proposition 3F. For any ik, ̂ (ik,fx)<^(i,f).

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram :

*i(UD) u/i(A))-► «¿NJ = 0

(P\ik(D) u /i(A))* F*

nx(D U/(A))-Ï-> n¿N) * 0,

where <¡>x and <j> are induced by inclusions. </( is onto since A is a regular neighborhood

ofF)u/(A).

Now, S(ik®fx)^S(po(ik@fx)) = S(i®f). If S(ik@fx) = S(i@f), then
p\ik(D) u/(A) is 1-1 and hence a homeomorphism, so (p\ik(D) u/(A))^ is onto.

But then

0 * 7TX(N) = ^(/?|it(D)u/l(4))^1(4(Z)) U/(A)) = p^xrrx(ik(D) U/(A)) = 0,

a contradiction. Thus, S(ik®fx) is properly contained in S(i®f), and J^(ik,fx)

<JT(i,f).

Proposition 3G. For some K, J<=fx-1iK(D) and 0(iK(D),fx(J))<$: Ux.

Proof. J^f-1(D) = (pfx)-\D)=fx-\p'\D))=fx-\[J ik(D))={jfx-%(D); since

the disks ik(D) are disjoint, J^fx1iK(D) for some K. piK = i is a homeomorphism,

so p(0(iK(D),fx(J)) = 0(D,/(/)); if (Ki^D^W^Uu then 0{D,f{J))^p\Ux)
= £/ n A, a contradiction to our assumption that 0(D,f(J))<£ U.

Proposition 3H. Fnere « a polyhedral disk D' in M satisfying (3.1)—(3.3).

Proof. Let Dx = iK(D), where K is given by Proposition 3G. By our induction,

there is a polyhedral disk D'x in A! such that:

(i) 8D'X = 8DX,

(ii) D'X<=DXUUX,

(iii)(Dx\Ux)\(D'x\Ux)¿0.

Since p\Di is a homeomorphism, the singularities of p: D'x^ M all lie in Ux.

p(Ux) np(8D'x)^ U n SZ)= 0, so we can apply Dehn's lemma [9, Theorem IV.3]

to get a polyhedral disk D' in M such that :

(iv) 8D'=p(8D'x),

(v) D'<=p(D'1) u £/.

It is easy to check that (i)-(v) imply that D' satisfies (3.1)—(3.3).

4. Using a singular disk to "cut back" a real disk.

Theorem 4. Let UQ be an open subset of E3, A0 a disk, andfi : A0 -> F3 a map

such that /o(A0) n í/0=/0(Ao0) aní//0|A=o: A°0 -*■ E3 is locally piecewise linear and

in general position.
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Suppose that D^E3 is a polyhedral disk such that D nf0(dA0) = dD n/0(A0) = 0.

Then there is a polyhedral disk D' in E3 such that

(4.1) dD' = dD,

(4.2) D'cju i/o,

(4.3) D' is in general position relative to f0(A°0),

(4.4) 0(D',D'nf0(A0))czUo.

Proof. We may assume that U0 is locally polyhedral mod/0(3A0), and that

Uor\dD=0. For any disk D' satisfying (4.1) and (4.2), let Jf(D') be the number

of components of D'\U0; Jf(D') is finite because U0 is polyhedral near D'.

D satisfies (4.1) and (4.2); we will induct on Jf(D). By adjusting D within U0,

if necessary, we may assume that D is in general position relative to/0(A°0); if

0(D, D n/0(A0))cri/o, as is the case when Ji?(D) = l, then we have nothing to

prove. Suppose that 0(D, D n/0(A0))qr U0.

Since (flu U0) nfo(8Ao)=0, we can choose a disk AcAJ such that/=

/0|A: A -> E3 is piecewise linear and in general position, and

D nf0(A0)c:f(A°)\f(dA).

Using standard Euclidean-space techniques, together with the fact that

/o(AS) n/o(0Ao) = 0,
one can show:

Proposition 4A. There is a 3-manifold-with-boundary M^E3 such that

(i) flu/(A)c#,

(ii) DndM=dD,

(iii) Mnfo(dAo)=0.

Furthermore, M, D, and A may be triangulated so that the hypotheses of Lemma 3

are satisfied by M, D, A,/ U=U0 n M, and the natural injection i: D -> M.

Since 0(D, D r\f0(A0))^U0, we have also 0(D, D n/(A))qrt/. By Proposition

2B, 0(D, D n/(J))d:(/ for some simple closed curve J<^f~1(D). Lemma 3 then

gives us a polyhedral disk D' such that

(4.1) dD' = dD,

(4.2) fl'cflui/cöui/o,

(3.3) (D\U)\(D'\U)¿0.
To show that (3.3) implies Jif(D') < 3?(D), we note

Proposition 4B. D'\U=D'\U0, D\U=D\U0, and each component of D'\U is a

component of D\ U.

Proof. D*\U=D*\(U0 n M) = (D*\U0) u (D*\M) = D*\U0, where D* is either

D' or D. That the components of D'\U are components of D\U follows from (4.1)

and (4.2) above.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 4 shows that we can actually have D' satisfy

(4.4') 0(D', D' nf0(J))cz u0, for each simple closed curve J^fá\D').
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5. Applying Theorem 4. Throughout the remainder of the paper, A will

represent a standard disk. Let M be a 3-manifold, S a 2-manifold in M, and F<^S

a disk.

Proposition 5 A. Let 'S be the class of all maps g: S A -» F° which are piecewise

linear into F and in general position.  Then, for an arbitrary map f: SA -» F,

^\/(8A) = lim9er#:x,(/,9)-o 4>F\ç(dA) exists on F\f(8A), and <pF\fWA)(x) = <pF\gm}(x) for any

map ge'S which is homotopic to f in F\x.

Proof. Both assertions follow from the easily demonstrated fact that if two maps

g1 and g2:dA -> F are piecewise linear into F, in general position, and homotopic

in F\x, then <pF\gi(eA)(x) = <pF\g2<sA)(x)-

If F is a component of M \S, then a blister of F in V is a map /: A -> F u V

such that /(A) n S=f(dA). We let 0(F,f) = {xe F\f(dA) : <pFXnm(x)=l}, and

denote/(A) u 0(F,f) by (f)F.

Lemma 5A. Let S be a 2-sphere in E3, F<= S a disk. Let f be a blister of F in int S,

and B a 3-cell in E3, such that (/)f<=F° and f\A°: A° -> E3 is locally piecewise

linear and in general position.

Suppose p is a point of 0(F,f), q is a point o/int S\B, andqpcE3 is a polygonal

arc in general position relative to f(A°) such that qp\p<^int S. Then \\qp n/(A)|| is

odd.

Proof. Pick a point r in ext S\B. We can use Theorem 5.37 of [12] to extend qp

to a polygonal arc qpr^E3 such that/?/- misses S\0(F,f) and/(A).

Let 8 = d(f(8A), (E3\B) u qpr), and triangulate S so that Fis a polyhedron in S.

Using Bing's approximation theorem [1, Theorem 1], we can find a piecewise

linear S/2-homeomorphism «: 5* -» E3 such that

(l)qprnh(S)^h(0(F,f))

(= {xeh(F)\hf(8A) : <pMF)W(S„(X) = 1}),

(2) q e int h(S), r e ext h(S),

(3) h(S) is in general position relative to/(A°) u qpr.

Proposition 5B. There is a polyhedron K^B^E3 such that:

(i) K is an algebraic separator of E3 in general position relative to qpr.

(ii) qpr n (/(A) u h(S))=qpr n F.

Proof. Let g: S A -> E3 be a piecewise linear map in general position, such that:

(i) g(dA)^h(F°),

(ii) g and rt/|gA are homotopic in h(F)\qpr,

(iii) P(g,hfU)< 8/2.
Let y: A -*■ A° be a homeomorphism such that

(iv) P(fy,f)<8,
(v) fy: A-^E3 is piecewise linear and in general position, and fy(A) is in

general position relative to h(S).
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As a result of our care with  8, we can get a piecewise linear homotopy

G:8Ax[0, 1]->£3 such that

(vi) G0=g, Gx=fy\dA,

(vii) G(8Ax[0,l])czB\qpr,

(viii) G(SAx(0, 1)) is in general position relative to h(S) and/y(A).

It is simple to check that K= 0(h(F), g(8A)) u G(8A x [0, 1]) u/y(A) satisfies the

requirements.

Proposition 5C. \\qp n/(A)|| is odd.

Proof. K is contained in B, which does not separate q and r in E3, so by Prop-

osition 2A \\qpr n K\\ is even, \\qpr n K\\ = \\qpr n (/(A) u h(S))\\ = \\qpr n/(A)||

+ Ik/"" n KS)\, by condition (3) on n. ||ç/v n n(5)|| is odd since h(S) is a manifold

separating <7 and r in F3, so ||<7/>r n/(A)|| is also odd.

Lemma 5B. Let S be a 2-sphere in E3, F<=5 a disk. Let fx,...,/ be blisters of F

in int S, and Bx,..., Bs 3-cells in E3 such that (/)*■*- B'for each i.

Suppose D is a polyhedral disk in E3 such that SD^int S\{J B¡, int S U

(F\Ufi(d&)) U D retracts to int S U (F\\JfA8A)), and D n Jc (J 0(F,/).
F/ien there is a disk D' in E3 such that

(5.1) 8D' = 8D,
(5.2) ZFcZ)u(UZF),

(5.3) ZJ'cint^.

Proof. Suppose that we have a polyhedral disk D¡ in F3 which satisfies the

following conditions:

(1) 8Dj = 8D,
(2) D^Dv((JBd,
(3) int S u (F\U/(SA)) u D, retracts to int S u (F\{Jfi(8A)),

(4) fl,n5cUws,0(«).

We can choose D0 = D, for example, and if we had Ds we could choose D' = DS.

For the proof of Lemma 5B it is, therefore, sufficient to produce Dj+X.

We may assume that, for each i,/|A. is locally piecewise linear and in general

position. The hypotheses of Theorem 4 are then satisfied by the following sub-

stitutions:

for     substitute for substitute

A0 A i/0       B]+Xr\ int S

/o /y+i D D,

There is, therefore, a polyhedral disk, which we shall call Dj+X, satisfying:

(4.1) 8Dj+x = 8Dh
(4.2) Di+l<=D, u (Bj+X n int S),

(4.3) Dj+X is in general position relative to/+1(A°),

(4.4) 0(DJ+X, Dj+X nfj+1(A))c^Bj+1 n int S.
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From (4.1) and (4.2) it follows that Dj+X satisfies conditions (l)-(3); it remains to

check (4).

Proposition 5D. Z)j + 1 n S<=\Ji+1<is, 0(F,/).

Proof. (4.2) implies that ZF,+1 n Sc\Jf <ts, 0(F,fi), so all we need check is

0(F,f+x). Suppose that Dj+X n 0(F,/+1)^ 0, and use (4.3) to choose a poly-

gonal arc A with endpoints p and q, such that

(i) A<=Di+u

(ii) q e 8Dj+ x, p e 0(F,fj+ x),

(iii) A is in general position relative to/ + 1(A°).

Using the facts that Dj+X satisfies (3) and int S is locally O-connected [12,

Theorem 5.35], we can get a polygonal arc A' with endpoints/?' and q, such that

(iv) A'\p' <= int S,

(v)p'eO(F,fi+x),

(vi) A' C\W=AC\W, for some neighborhood IFof/ + 1(A0) in int S.

A' is in general position relative to/+1(A°) since A is, so Lemma 5A tells us

that \\A' n/+1(A)|| is odd. Since \\A' n/+1(A)|| = \\A n/i+1(A)||, this means that

p e 0(Dj+x, Dj+X n/+1(A)). According to (4.4),/? then lies in int S; but we assumed

that/? e S, which is a contradiction. Therefore, Dj+X n 0(F,fj+x)= 0.

6. 2-spheres in F3. Let M be a 3-manifold, 5 a 2-manifold in M, and V a

component of M\S. S satisfies condition (1) toward V at a point peSif, for any

neighborhood B of p in M, and any Cantor set C in S, there is a disk F^S n B

and a blister /of Fin F such that/? e 0(F,f)^(fi)F^B and f(8 A) nC=0.

Theorem 6. Let S be a 2-sphere in E3 which satisfies condition (1) toward its

interior at every point. Then S is tame from the interior.

Proof. Let F<=S be a disk, U a neighborhood of F in £3, and D<^E3 a poly-

hedral disk with aZ)<=int 5 and D n S<=F°.

Proposition 6A. To prove Theorem 6, it is sufficient to show that there is a disk

D' in E3 such that

(i) 8D' = 8D,
(ii) D'^Du U,

(iii) D'cintS.

Proof. As Hempel has noted (in the proof of [8, Theorem 1]), this is a con-

sequence of Bing's proof of Theorem 1 in [3].

Proposition 6B. There is a Dehn disk D0 in E3 and a Cantor set C in S such that

(i) 8D0 = 8D,

(ii) ZJ>0<=Z) u U, with the singular points of D0 contained in U,

(iii) D0 c int S n(F° nC).
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Proof. We can use the Tietze extension theorem to get a Dehn disk D'0 such

that dD'0 = 8D and D'0<=(D n int S) u F°, with the singular points of D'0 con-

tained in F. Theorem 2.1 of [5] then gives us D0.

Proposition 6C. There are blisters /,...,/ of F in int S, 3-cells Bu ..., Bs in

U\dD, and disjoint disks Gu...,Gr in S, such that (fi)FŒB°i for each i, and

D0nS^{J G°<=(J G;<=(U 0(F,/))\U/(SA).

Proof. For any point p in F°, we can choose a 3-cell neighborhood F in

U\(dD u (S\F)). Let C be the Cantor set described in Proposition 6B; since S

satisfies condition (1) toward int S at p, there is a disk FP^S n BP<=F and a

blister/, of Fp in int S such that p e 0(Fv,fp) = 0(F, fP)<=(fP)F <=F°P and fp(d A)

n C= 0. D0 n S is compact, so we can pick pu .. .,pse F° such that D0 r\ S

C(U 0(F/Pi))\U/P,(SA)- We let{/,. ..,/}={/,,,.. .,/„,}, {F1;.. .,FJ={FPl,.. .,FPs},

and use the fact that D0 n F^C is O-dimensional to choose the disks Gu ..., Gr.

We can use the Tietze extension theorem to show:

Proposition 6D. int S u (IJ G,) is a retract of some neighborhood V of int 5*

u (U G°) in E3.

Proposition 6E. There is a polyhedral disk Fj in E3 such that

(i) dD^ = dD,

(ii) D^Du U,

(iii) S, F, {/,...,/}, {Fj,..., FJ, and D = D1 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma

5B.

Proof. The singular points of D0 are contained in U n V, where F is as in

Proposition 6D, so Dehn's Lemma gives us a polyhedral disk D1C1D0 u (1/ n V)

with dD1 = dD0. It is simple to check that D1 meets the requirements.

If we apply Lemma 5B to Du we obtain a disk D' in F3 such that

(5.1) dD' = dDx = dD,

(5.2) D'<=D1kj (IJ ßjjcßu [/,

(5.3) F'eint S.

D' satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Proposition 6A, and the proof is therefore

complete.

Let M be a 3-manifold, S a 2-manifold in M, Va component of M\S, and F

a subset of M. A loop/: SA -> F can be shrunk to a point through B n V if there

is a homotopy Ht:dA-> M such that H0=f Hx is constant, and Ht(dA)<=B n V

for all ? > 0. S is 1 -LC through V at a point p e S if, for any neighborhood B of p

in A/, there is a neighborhood Fx of /> in F n S such that any loop/: SA ^ B±

can be shrunk to a point through inF.

Corollary 6A. Let S be a 2-sphere in E3 which is 1-LC through its interior at

every point. Then S is tame from the interior.

Proof. This follows from the observation :
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Proposition 6F. Let B be a subset of E3, and suppose that i: A ->• S is an em-

bedding such that i(8A) can be shrunk to a point through B n int S. Then there is a

blister f of i (A) in int S such that f(8A) = i(8A) and f(A)<= B, and we have 0(F,f)

= i(A°),for any disk F^S containing i(A).

Let M be a 3-manifold, S a 2-manifold in M, and V a component of M\S. A

set X in S can be deformed into V if there is a homotopy Ht: X^- M such that

H0 = I and ZZ((AT) <= F for />0.

Corollary 6B. Let S be a 2-sphere in E3 such that every Sierpinski curve in S

can be deformed into int S. Then S is tame from the interior.

Proof. The following proposition is an adaptation of Theorem 14 in [6].

Proposition 6G. Let Ex, E2,..., Ek,... be a decreasing sequence of disks in S

whose intersection is a point p e (~) E°k, and suppose that p U ((J 8Ek) can be de-

formed into int S.

Then for any open set B^E3 containing Ex, there is a blister f of Ex in int S such

that pe 0(Ex,f)c(f)Eiaß andf(8A) = 8EK for some K.

Proof. Let //,: /? u ((J 8Ek)^ E3 be a homotopy such that H0 = I and

IIAP u (U 8Ek))^int S for i>0. We may assume that //»(/? u ((J 8Eh))^B for

each t; let B' be an open 3-cell in B\S containing Hx(p). HX(8EK) lies in B' for

large enough K, and can be shrunk to a point in B'. By Proposition 6F, there is

then a blister/of EK (and hence of Ex) in int S such that/? e Eg = 0(Ex,f)<^(f)El

^Bandf(8A) = 8EK.

Proposition 6H. Let p be a point ofS, Ca Cantor set in S. Thenp is an inaccessible

point of some Sierpinski curve in S which misses C.

Proof. We just construct such a Sierpinski curve, using the fact that C is

O-dimensional.

If/? is an inaccessible point of a Sierpinski curve X in S, then there is a decreasing

sequence of disks Ex, E2,..., Ek,... in S such that dEK<=- Xand Ç~\Ek=Ç\ El =/?.

Therefore, Propositions 6G and 6H together imply that 5 satisfies condition (1)

toward its interior at every point.

Remarks. (1) The hypothesis of Corollary 6B requires that any Sierpinski

curve in S can be continuously approximated from int S. For any 2-sphere S in

F3, any Sierpinski curve X in S, and any 8 > 0, it follows from Bing's side approxi-

mation theorem [4, Theorem 16] that there is a â-homeomorphism h: X^-intS.

(2) Theorem 6 is stated for 2-spheres in E3, but its proof is based on a local

criterion for tameness [8, Condition A], so Theorem 1 of [6] can be used with

Lemma 5B to extend our results to two-sided 2-manifolds in 3-manifolds.
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